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7. ORTHOGRAPHY

7.1, Suggested Orthography

/p/ I
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also In front of word Initial vowels. Orthographlcally we are presently not

writing it at all.

7.2.3. Central vowel

A central vowel is a variant of a full vowel preceding a more open
vowel within a root but it is difficult to know how to symbolize it because

in many cases there is no clue what its underlying vowel is.

A writing test was conducted for four literate villagers. They wrote
down about 80 words with a central vowel. At times they were very hesitant

how to write the central vowel. This test and other evidence shows three

tendencies in writing it:

1. The central vowel is not written at all*,

•mring' for [aario] 'masalai spirit'
' kpman ' for [kapaan ] ' man

'

'tna' or 'na' for [atna] 'to stay'

2. The same vowel as in the following syllable is written for the
central vowel

:

»tllmpis» for Etalapis] 'closed'
'nempen' for [naaben] 'flying fox'
'nomong' for [naaon] 'limbum'

3. '1' is written for the central vowel:
'Irkwa' for [arkwa] 'basket'
'kirkar' for [karkar] 'to cry out'

If the literates are asked about words with different symbols for the
central vowel, which symbols are right, they usually have an opinion. When
they select from the set 'rpma, irpma, erpma, arpma, orpma, urpma' , only
'rpma, irpma, arpma' are right (cf. the three tendencies above), and the
rest are wrong.

Three suggestions for symbolizing the central vowel are:
1. 'i' or
2. the same vowel as in the following syllable or
3. a new symbol *1'.

7.2.4. Palatalized vowels

It is suggested that 'li' be written before [f[] and [tH] because it

would show when to pronounce the nasals palatalized. In other positions
'!• is written, because there is no evidence for contrast between / \J /

,

/I:/ and /I/. Along with the suggested symbols for palatalized vowels, the
village literates seem to use also single vowels, or single vowels word
finally and 'ny* word medially:

'kuln' or 'kxin' for [ku:H3 'middle (subst.).'

•kulnen', 'kunen' or 'ktxnyen' for [ku:IIen] 'middle (adj.)'
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